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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the Biosolids Environmental Management System (EMS) interim
audits is to verify through regular reviews the system’s health and effectiveness between
verification audits. The third party on-site interim audits provide independent reviews and
supports credibility between re-verification audits. The goal of the third party interim
audit is to collect and evaluate objective evidence related to a portion of the EMS such
that over the course of the four interim audits conducted between verification audits all
17 elements are covered. The audits determine whether the City of Fort Worth
Environmental Management System for Biosolids is functioning as intended, that
practices and procedures are conducted as documented, and that the EMS as implemented
conforms to the NBP’s Code of Good Practice and EMS program objectives.
RECOMMENDATION
The results of the interim audit of the City of Fort Worth Environmental Management
System for Biosolids are positive and it is the decision of NSF that the Village Creek
Wastewater Treatment Plant EMS maintain its “Certification” status.
AUDIT SCOPE
The NSF- International Strategic Registrations, Ltd. (NSF-ISR) conducted a third
party interim audit of the City of Fort Worth Environmental Management System for
Biosolids from June 13, 2006 through June 15, 2006. The on-site interim audit team
consisted of Dr. William R. Hancuff, Lead Auditor.
The scope of the third party interim audit included review of:
•
•
•
•
•

The organization’s progress toward goals and objectives,
EMS outcomes (environmental performance, regulatory compliance, interested
party relations, and quality practices),
Actions taken to correct minor nonconformances,
Management review process, and
Corrective and preventive action requests and responses;

Because NSF has taken over responsibility for this system’s EMS verification a
complete document review was performed on all the elements. The on-site portion of
the audit included complete evaluations of elements 5, 14, 15, and 17; other elements
that were audited in their entirety were 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10. Additional elements
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that were partially audited as they related to outcomes, changes in equipment and
processes, land application sites and composting operations included: 3, 13 and 16.
The physical biosolids facilities included in the audit and visited during the on-site
audit were the wastewater treatment plant; biosolids lime stabilization, stabilized
biosolids storage pads, truck loading operations, application equipment maintenance
shop, and biosolids contractor’s office.
The following individuals were interviewed as part of the interim audit process:
Sebastian “Buster” Fichera – Assistant Water Director
Gary Rockers – Biosolids Manager/EMS Coordinator
Dennis Haar – Manager, Consulting Engineering – Administrative Services, Halff
and Associates, Inc. (Contract Manager)
Jerry Pressley – Environmental Supervisor, Pretreatment Program
Steven Nutter – Pretreatment Program
Tom Boerth – Senior Operations Manager - Redda Environmental (Biosolids
Contractor)
Ron Carlson – FWWD
Ray G. Moreno – FWWD
Gary Burton – Operations Superintendent
Ginger Laird – Training Specialist
Elizabeth Smith – Environmental Investigator Air Programs – TCEQ
Shane Isbell – Environmental Investigator Water Programs – TCEQ
INTERIM AUDIT FINDINGS
The interim audit found no major non-conformances, 29 minor non-conformances, 9
opportunities for improvement and 5 positive commendations.
The following is a review of the positive observations made during the interim audit.
Minor nonconformances and opportunities for improvement follow and are listed by item
number in the sequence of the NBP standard elements.
Positive Observations
1. The City of Fort Worth Water Department and its principle biosolids contractor
have an excellent working relationship with open communication that provides a
unified approach to biosolids management and EMS implementation.
2. The City and its contractor take pride in going above and beyond the regulatory
requirements for beneficial use of biosolids. While the process produces a Class A
Exceptional Quality biosolids, the land application restrictions that are normally
used for Class B biosolids are followed as a conservative measure and as a
courtesy to the public.
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3. While Class A Exceptional Quality biosolids do not have any restrictions on
application rates, agronomic rates are calculated for individual crops and
employed conservatively.
4. The City has a well recognized pretreatment program that has significantly
reduced the risk of metals in biosolids that are reported to be two orders of
magnitude below standards. Also, “system monitoring” provides an early alert to
potential problem areas.
5. The Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant and the City’s biosolids
contractor emphasize good housekeeping and all its employees strive to maintain
a positive image for the biosolids program.
Minor Nonconformances
Item 3.2 – Minor Nonconformance. Several items listed in the environmental impacts
column of the EMS Master Table of EMS Element 3.0 are not truly environmental
impacts, such as “lime spill,” “exceeding drying bed capacity,” “truck overweight,” “ site
notification,” “ records not available,” “ not staying up to date,” etc.
Item 3.3 – Minor Nonconformance. One critical control point is not current. The landfill
option for disposal of off-spec biosolids is not identified as a critical control point in the
value chain.
Item 3.5 – Minor Nonconformance. There was no notification to the NBP (and assigned
third-party verification auditor) of operational changes associated with the identified
critical control points; namely identification of land filling as an option for disposal of
off-spec biosolids.
Item 4.2 – Minor Nonconformance. The “Table of Regulations Applicable to the
VCWWTP” is a generic list that does not identify what specifically applies to Ft. Worth
biosolids.
Item 4.3 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for tracking legal and other
requirements does identify a management process for incorporating changes and new
requirements into the elements of the EMS, and the new pretreatment streamlining
standards have not yet been incorporated into the legal requirements.
Item 5.1 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for Biosolids Goals & Objectives –
EMS Element 5.0 does not address the periodic review of progress on goals and
objectives.
Item 5.1 and 5.5 – Minor Nonconformance. While most of the goals and objectives meet
the SMART criteria, some do not meet the “specific”, “measurable” or “time-bound”
criteria.
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Item 5.5 – Minor Nonconformance. The Goals and Objectives Summary table does not
identify specific dates for anticipated completion and does not name individuals
responsible for individual goals and objectives.
Item 5.6 – Opportunity for Improvement. There is no mention in procedure for Biosolids
Goals & Objectives – EMS Element 5.0 of the regular updating of the program goals and
objectives. While updating of goals and objectives is mentioned as part of the
Element 17 procedure, the detailed method is not explained in Element 5 with a crossreference to the Element 17 procedure.
Item 5.7 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for Biosolids Goals & Objectives –
EMS Element 5.0 does not adequately address or include an action plan containing
specifics on improvement activities, detailed schedules, milestones, resources, and names
of individuals responsible for achieving each biosolids goal and objective.
Item 6.3 Minor Nonconformance. The procedure of Public Participation in Planning –
EMS Element 6.0 identifies several active participation approaches that are passive
participation approaches. Some active participation approaches used by the City (such as
annual public hearings) are not presently included in this procedure. Additionally, some
of the identified public participation methods have been observed to be ineffective.
Item 7.1 – Opportunity for Improvement. The Fort Worth Wastewater Treatment Plant
Organization Chart does not specifically identify the position of Biosolids Program
Manager.
Item 7.1 – Minor Nonconformance. In Table 1. Roles and Responsibilities – EMS
Element 7.0 it does not clearly identify what the detailed roles and responsibilities
associated with the proactive public participation program and communications program
are, (specifically as they relate to the biosolids program.)
Item 7.1 – Minor Nonconformance. There is no identification of individual members of
the EMS Team, nor is there identification of individual members of the EMS
Management Team.
Item 7.2 – Minor Nonconformance. There is no position in the Fort Worth Wastewater
management structure that has the overall responsibility for ensuring the biosolids
management program is implemented and maintained. Additionally, no one has officially
been appointed as the Biosolids EMS manager.
Item 8.1 and 8.3 – Minor Nonconformance. There are no records of the specific training
provided on how each employee's assigned roles and responsibilities relate to the entire
biosolids value chain.
Item 8.4 – Minor Nonconformance. The contractor service agreement must, but does not,
specifically require the contractor to establish his own training program consistent with
his roles and responsibilities in the biosolids management activities.
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Item 9.3. Minor Nonconformance. There is no link to the Biosolids Management
Program or its EMS on the opening page of the City of Fort Worth’s Website. This
website is identified in the Communications & Public Outreach – EMS Element 9.0
procedure as the primary means of making available to the public all the critical
information on the City’s biosolids EMS program.
Item 9.3. Minor Nonconformance. There are no specifically applicable legal requirements
related to production of Class A Exceptional Quality biosolids on the City’s Website that
addresses the City’s Biosolids EMS.
Item 10.1 – Opportunity for Improvement. In the procedure addressing operational
controls of critical control points the statement “Operations personnel are currently
updating the plant operating procedures to provide a uniform set of document to govern
plant operations” is not correct.
Item 10.2 – Minor Nonconformance. The standard requires that all legal and other
adopted requirements be incorporated into the operational controls of critical control
points. A check of SOPs for lime stabilization procedures found that the specific
regulatory citations with their requirements were not incorporated into the SOPs (i.e.,
specific regulatory choices for attaining pathogen elimination and vector attraction
reduction were not cited). Other operational SOPs need to be reviewed to ensure
operational practices identified in the National Manual of Good Practice or regulatory
goals are being incorporated and implemented. Also, reference to the operations goal
board was not found in any of the SOPs reviewed.
Item 10.4 – Minor Nonconformance. Not all of the Contractors preventative maintenance
procedures and work management systems for maintaining equipment, instrumentation,
vehicles, and other treatment technology and process control systems associated with
biosolids management activities have SOPs. (Contractor specific).
Item 11.1 – Opportunity for Improvement. It is not clear why “objective evidence” is
included in the definitions section of the procedure for Emergency Preparedness &
Response – EMS Element 11.
Item 11.3 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for Emergency Preparedness &
Response – EMS Element 11 does not identify all of the emergency response equipment
available for response to a “spill within the treatment process” or the equipment’s
location/availability. Additionally, SOP PLT 06.00 – “Spills (in-plant)” is not referenced
or included in this procedure.
Item 12.2 – Minor Nonconformance. While there is an SOP for creation and revision of
SOPs for level 3 documents in the procedure for EMS Documentation and Document
Control – EMS Element 12.0; there is no comparable SOP for level 1 and level 2
documents.
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Item 12.2 – Opportunity for Improvement. In the definition of the levels of documents in
the procedure for EMS Documentation and Document Control – EMS Element 12.0 it is
not clear why elements are included in parenthesis.
Item 12.2 – Opportunity for Improvement. In the procedure for EMS Documentation and
Document Control – EMS Element 12.0 the statement “Currently operations personnel
are updating the VCWWTP standard operating manual to form a uniform set of
documents to guide the plants operation” is not correct.
Item 12.4 – Minor Nonconformance. The contractor service agreement must, but does
not, specifically require the contractor to establish documentation, document control and
record requirements for biosolids management activities conducted by him.
Item 13.1 – Minor Nonconformance. The organization is required to establish and
maintain regular monitoring and measurement procedures for tracking progress toward
achieving program goals and objectives. Presently there is only an annual check on
progress toward achieving program goals and objectives, which is not adequate. Also, the
procedure mentions the Business Plan Progress Tracking Form, which is not used for
tracking the EMS goals and objectives.
Item 14.1 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for Nonconformance: Preventive &
Corrective Action – EMS Element 14.0 does not include a procedure to investigate
noncompliance with regulatory requirements. It was reported that there was a Notice of
Violation issued by the state for the nuisance odor. (Additionally, odor is the most
frequent basis for biosolids inquiries from the public.) There were no corrective or
preventive actions identified to address this noncompliance issue.
Item 14.3, 14.4 and 14.5 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for Nonconformance:
Preventive & Corrective Action – EMS Element 14.0 does not adequately address
preventive actions. It does not identify the need to document the necessary corrective
actions taken to prevent recurrence. It also does not address that corrective actions need
to include recommended changes to policies, programs, plans, operational controls and
monitoring and measurement procedures to prevent future nonconformances.
Additionally, the Corrective Action Notice (CAN) does not specifically identify root
cause and preventive measures.
Item 14.6 – Minor Nonconformance. The system used to track progress in completing the
corrective actions and periodically updating the status to reflect completion employs the
Corrective Action Notice (CAN) listing and progress reports in biweekly meetings. Also
the Long-term Solids Dewatering, Processing and Disposal Meetings include CAN status.
However these tracking methods are not presented in the procedure for Nonconformance:
Preventive & Corrective Action – EMS Element 14.0.
Item 16.1 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for Internal EMS Audit – EMS
Element 16.0 does not identify that the internal EMS audit program covers the biosolids
management activities performed by contractors.
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Item 16.1 – Opportunity for Improvement. The procedure addressing element 10
indicates that operational control procedures will be reviewed regularly during EMS
internal audits. Table I of EMS Element 4 illustrating the audit schedule for interim
audits does not indicate that Element 10 will be audited during each internal audit.
Item 16.2 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for Internal EMS Audit – EMS
Element 16.0 does not adequately address a comprehensive corrective action plan.
Item 16.3 – Minor Nonconformance. The procedure for Internal EMS Audit – EMS
Element 16.0 does not address the need for documents and records of the audit program
to include: description of audit methodology, protocol, scope, and schedule; identification
of lead auditor, qualifications, and description of roles and responsibilities of auditors,
management representatives, and others that may be expected to act upon the audit.
Item 17.1 – Opportunity for Improvement. It is not clear how parts of the opening
sentence in the procedure section of the Periodic Management Review of Performance –
EMS Element 17.0 relates to the requirements of the standard.
General Opportunity for Improvement. Consider reviewing all major element procedures
to simplify or streamline the contents.
CITY OF FORT WORTH WATER DEPARTMENT COMMENTS
The following are clarifications and comments to several of the minor Nonconformances
identified in the Interim Audit:
Item 3.3 – The diversion of off-spec Class A biosolids to a Landfill has been identified
as a proposed disposal option that the Water Department was (during the Interim Audit)
and is currently developing, but has not yet finalized. Currently the Water Dept. is
waiting on cost data from the contractor and will perform a contract no cost “change
order” to describe the disposal option of off-spec. Class A biosolids to a landfill, and
develop the critical control point for the value chain.
Item 3.5 – Once the Landfill Disposal Option of off-spec. Class A Biosolids are finalized
by a contract no cost “change order”, the City will notify the NBP and the Third Party
Auditor.
Item 4.3 - The Fort Worth Water Department does have a process for monitoring
legislative and regulatory activities for rule changes that could affect our various
programs – including Biosolids and Pretreatment. The Water Department’s Regulatory
and Environmental Coordinator is tasked with assessing information from a variety of
sources, forwarding pertinent items to affected sections for incorporation/implementation,
and for reporting progress to the Director. Further, each section has its own mechanisms
in place to keep informed of regulatory changes and has business planning tools for
budgeting and tracking progress.
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The EMS will be updated to reflect actual practices.
With regard to incorporating legal requirements of the new pretreatment streamlining
standard into current program activities, the Pretreatment Services Division has
conducted an internal study of the Rule and is familiar with the changes considered
“more stringent” than the existing regulations. The Division is poised to implement any
changes necessary to maintain compliance with applicable rules. However, the City is
not yet authorized by the State to do so.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has been delegated authority
by EPA over the Federal Pretreatment program. The TCEQ has “approved” the City’s
program in its current form and is in process of reviewing elements of a “substantial
modifications package” that includes a number of revisions. In order to implement
changes into our program associated with the Streamlining regulations, the State must
first formally revise its own regulations to provide the appropriate legal authority for such
implementation. The TCEQ has a meeting scheduled for July 11-12, 2006, to outline
schedules for that to occur and to establish the direction for Programs to develop and
implement changes that are compliant with the Streamlining Rules. An action plan will
be developed after that meeting and incorporated into the Goals and Objectives section of
the EMS.
Item 8.4 – The current “Long-Term” Solids Dewatering, Processing and Disposal
contract (i.e. contractor service agreement) requires the Contractor to “employ only such
superintendents, foremen, and workmen who are careful, competent, and fully qualified
to perform the duties or tasks assigned to them…All workmen shall have sufficient skill,
ability, and experience to properly perform the work assigned to them and operate any
equipment necessary to properly carry out the performance of the assigned duties.”
(Section C7-7.5 Character of Workmen and Equipment) In order to meet this
requirement and fulfill the terms of the contract, the Contractor must and does have an
effective training program to maintain the skill level of their employees. In addition the
City and Contractor agreed to include, according to Section C4-4.2 Special Provisions,
the requirement that the Contractor and City will establish, implement, and operate under
an EMS using biosolids “best management practices” outlined by the NBP. (2004
Contract Renewal - City Secretary Contract No. 30908 and M&C Reference No. C20131.) The “best management practices” referred to require both the City and
Contractor maintain training programs. The City believes that these requirements are
adequate to ensure the Contractor maintains a training program consistent with his roles
and responsibilities in the biosolids management activities.
Item 12.4 - The current “Long-Term” Solids Dewatering, Processing and Disposal
contract requires the Contractor to provide the City with written information setting forth
verification that the Contractor has maintained the solids in a condition meeting the
requirements for pathogen and vector attraction reduction throughout the life of the
contract. (Section 13002 1.2 E) Section 13002 3.3 C 6 requires the Contractor to keep
records on the quantity applied, amount of nutrients, metals and other pertinent
information applied to each plot. Furthermore the contract binds the Contractor to abide
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by all state and federal regulations. The TCEQ TPDES Permit 10494-013 outlines the
Self Monitoring and Reporting requirements and requires that all records be maintained
in accordance with 30 TAC 312.4b and 312.47a. Also as part of the 2004 Contract
renewal, as described above, the City and Contractor agreed to establish, implement, and
operate under an EMS using biosolids “best management practices” outlined by the NBP.
The referenced “best management practices” require both the City and Contractor to
establish documentation, document control and record requirements for biosolids
management activities conducted by each party.
OUTCOMES MATTER
The City of Fort Worth Environmental Management System for Biosolids established
five major EMS biosolids goals for 2005 consisting of 21objectives within those goals.
These goals and objectives were developed by the EMS management team considering
input from the general public and the facility’s staff. The goals were established
cognizant of each of the four outcome focal points of the NBP program as identified
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Environmental Performance,
Regulatory Compliance,
Relations with Interested Parties, and
Quality Biosolids Management Practices.

While it is not a requirement to attain all objectives established, it is a critical part of
the system to make progress towards the overall goals. The City of Fort Worth’s
performance relative to each of the above groups is addressed below.
In the Environmental Performance area, the City of Fort Worth’s Biosolids program
established a goal of “100% beneficial reuse of class A biosolids.” Within this goal two
objectives were established. The following are the objectives and the degree of
accomplishment of each:
•

•

Conduct a minimum of one field inspection per month by biosolids program staff
to ensure proper procedures are being used in the field by contractors. This
objective has a secondary impact on the outcome of quality biosolids management
practices and was attained for the entire year.
Explore alternative methods to produce Class A biosolids. The following two subobjectives were established within this objective and have secondary impacts on
the regulatory compliance, relations with interested parties, and quality biosolids
management practices outcomes:
o Evaluate the uses for turbine waste heat for thermophilic digestion and
sludge drying by (1) determining the amount of waste heat generated once
the turbines are running consistently (2) determining the viability of using
heat for digestion or drying purposes and (3) conducting a pilot program to
determine performances.
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o Evaluate two stage thermal drying and belt drying applications by (1)
monitoring performance of a similar system recently installed in New
Zealand and (2) evaluating the approach for cost effectiveness and
compatibility with existing facilities. The first step in both of these subobjectives are underway and when completed will be used to meet the
follow-on sub-objectives.
The goal of maintaining 100% beneficial reuse of class A biosolids was attained for
2005, and the identical goals and objectives were carried over and established for 2006.
Additionally in the Environmental Performance area, the City of Fort Worth’s
Biosolids program established a goal of “obtaining and maintaining a NBP “Certified”
biosolids EMS. Within this goal six objectives were established. The following are the
objectives and the degree of accomplishment of each:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform internal audit. This objective was accomplished and has been made a
standard activity.
Apply for third party audit. This objective was accomplished.
Undergo third party audit. This objective was accomplished.
Complete Standard Operating Procedure updates. This objective was
accomplished.
Obtain NBP EMS “Certification.” This objective was accomplished.
Train new staff members using EMS manual information and other sources as
appropriate. The following three sub-objectives were established within this
objective:
o Include EMS information in new employee orientation package. This subobjective has been accomplished.
o Provide formal EMS training in combination with Safety meetings. This
sub-objective has been accomplished and made a standard activity.
o Provide regular training of staff on EMS updates. This sub-objective has
been accomplished and made a standard activity.

The overall goal of “obtaining and maintaining a NBP “Certified” biosolids EMS was
accomplished.
In the Relations with Interested Parties area, the City of Fort Worth’s Biosolids
program established a goal to “increase public awareness and participation.” Within this
goal six objectives were established for 2005 and one new objective for 2006. The
following are the objectives and the degree of accomplishment of each:
•

Expand community outreach programs by setting an annual stakeholders meeting
to discuss the biosolids EMS and to update and receive feedback on current and
future goals and objectives. This objective has a potential secondary impact on the
outcome of quality biosolids management practices. The annual stakeholders
meeting was held but there were no attendees. This has been made a standard
activity and a new method of promoting attendance is being implemented.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

Update the biosolids EMS website by providing updated information and
improving a website feedback feature. This objective was accomplished however,
it remains a challenge for the general public to get to the biosolids EMS webpage.
This updating of information has been made a standard practice and improved
access to the website is being pursued.
Develop an informational EMS brochure that can be distributed by REI drivers to
interested parties in the field. This objective was accomplished and has been made
a standard activity.
Re-institute monthly email or mail-out of “land application site schedule” to state
regulators(TCEQ) and county health officials to proactively interact with
stakeholders in the biosolids EMS. This objective was accomplished and has been
made a standard activity.
Conduct odor control and corrosion study to determine additional measures to
reduce odor from plant and improve existing system. The following four subobjectives that have a secondary impact on the quality biosolids management
practices outcomes were established within this objective:
o Contract consultant to perform study. This sub-objective has been
accomplished and the study completed.
o Evaluate study recommendations. This sub-objective has been
accomplished and the recommendations have been evaluated.
o Seek funding (Phase II). The completion of this sub-objective is eminent
and it will continue as a sub-objective in 2006.
o Schedule and budget improvements. This sub-objective is the next step
and it will continue as a sub-objective in 2006.
Conduct a biosolids research project to determine (1) effects of biosolids loadings
on soil chemical and physical properties and (2) the kinetics of nutrient release for
air-dried biosolids applied to soil. The following seven sub-objectives that have a
secondary impact on the quality biosolids management practices outcomes were
established within this objective:
o Agreement to conduct a research project with Texas A&M. This subobjective was accomplished.
o Baseline soils data collected prior to biosolids application. This subobjective was accomplished.
o Biosolids applied at four different loading rates. This sub-objective was
accomplished.
o Bermuda grass established. This sub-objective was accomplished.
o Soil and grass samples collected and analyzed and soil physical properties
also measured. This sub-objective was accomplished with last sampling to
be completed as a sub-objective in 2006.
o Research findings published and presented to environmental professionals
and organizations. This sub-objective is scheduled for inclusion in 2006.
A new objective for 2006 is to research additional odor control for biosolids land
application. The following two sub-objectives that have a secondary impact on the
quality biosolids management practices outcomes were established within this
objective for accomplishment in 2006:
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o Identify methods of quantifying and monitoring odors. Current 2006 subobjective.
o Evaluate the need for odor controlling systems at the dewatering facilities.
Current 2006 sub-objective.
The City of Fort Worth’s Biosolids program generally attained the goal of increasing
public awareness and participation and this objective was carried over for the year 2006.
In the Regulatory Compliance area, the City of Fort Worth’s Biosolids program
established a goal to “comply with all federal, state, and local regulatory requirements.”
Within this goal three objectives were established. The following are the objectives and
the degree of accomplishment of each:
•
•
•

Submit annual compliance “Sludge Report” to the state (TCEQ) on time. This
objective was attained and maintained as an objective for 2006.
Submit “Pretreatment Program Annual Status Report” to the state (TCEQ) on
time. This objective was attained and maintained as an objective for 2006.
Explore pathogen control alternatives to achieve class A biosolids. The following
two sub-objectives that have a secondary impact on the quality biosolids
management practices outcomes were established within this objective:
o Monitor legislation (federal and state) for new sludge rules. This subobjective was accomplished and will be retained as a sub-objective in
2006
o Explore sludge pasteurization processes. This sub-objective was
accomplished and it was determined not to pursue sludge pasteurization.

The goal of compliance with federal and state regulatory requirement was generally
attained; however there was at least one Notice of Violation issued associated with the
odors attributable to the biosolids produced by the Village Creek Wastewater Treatment
Plant. This objective was carried over for 2006.
In the Quality Biosolids Management Practices area, the City of Fort Worth’s
Biosolids program established a goal to “improve biosolids quality.” Within this goal
four objectives were established. The following are the objectives and the degree of
accomplishment of each:
•

Construct fine screen facility to reduce rags, plastics and other inorganics that
lowers biosolids quality. The following four sub-objectives that have a secondary
impact on the environmental performance outcomes were established within this
objective:
o Contract facility design. This sub-objective was accomplished.
o Award and execute construction contract. This sub-objective was
accomplished.
o Facility construction. This sub-objective was accomplished.
o Start-up, test and implement facility operations. This sub-objective was
accomplished.
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•

•

•

•

Construction of high rate filters to treat high flow conditions during rain events.
o Contract facility design. This sub-objective was accomplished.
o Award and execute construction contract. This sub-objective was
accomplished.
o Facility construction. This sub-objective was accomplished.
o Start-up, test and implement facility operations. This sub-objective was
accomplished.
Establish digester cleaning program to remove rags, plastics and other inorganics
that have accumulated prior to fine screening implementation. The following four
sub-objectives that have a secondary impact on the environmental performance
outcomes were established within this objective:
o Perform cost analysis to determine number of digesters that can be cleaned
each fiscal year. This sub-objective was accomplished.
o Develop digester cleaning schedule. This sub-objective was accomplished.
o Prepare contract documents and award contract to clean two digesters per
year. This sub-objective was carried over into 2006.
o Execute contract. This sub-objective was carried over into 2006.
Evaluate two new wastewater streams: (1) gas well frac water and (2) increased
loads from table scraps to reduce solid waste volume at landfill. The following
three sub-objectives that have a secondary impact on the environmental
performance and regulatory compliance outcomes were established within this
objective:
o Develop legality of accepting new waste streams. This sub-objective was
partially accomplished and was carried over into 2006.
o Study waste volumes and contents to determine affect on plant operation
and biosolids quality. Study to be combined in-house and consultant. This
sub-objective was partially accomplished and was carried over into 2006.
It was determined not to accept table scraps.
o Establish limits on new wastewater stream entry into system if approved.
This sub-objective was partially accomplished and was carried over into
2006.
A new objective for 2006 is to conduct a facility assessment of the wastewater
treatment plant and dewatering facility to determine additional equipment and
facilities required for future development. The following four sub-objectives that
have a secondary impact on the environmental performance and regulatory
compliance outcomes were established within this objective:
o Hire consultant to perform analysis and develop report.
o Prioritize needs identified in report and establish budgets.
o Design improvements.
o Construct improvements.

The City of Fort Worth’s Biosolids program has accomplished its goal to “improve
biosolids quality” and is continuing its work in the four major outcome areas through
establishing 4 goals and 11 objectives for 2006.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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The results of the interim audit are positive. The review and approval of the
corrective action plans for each of the minor nonconformances identified during the
interim audit will soon be completed, and it is the recommendation of the audit team that
the Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Biosolids EMS retain its Certification
status.
Discussions between the Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Biosolid’s EMS
Coordinator and the third party auditor resulted in agreement to the following proposed
interim audit schedule:
Year 1 (third party) – Elements 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15 and 17 – COMPLETED.
Year 2 (internal) – Elements 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 and 17
Year 3 (third party) – Elements 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 13, 14, 15, and 17
Year 4 (internal) – Elements1, 2, 5, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
The results of this and future audits will provide value added to the system and should
be viewed as an overall opportunity to improve. Every audit is a snapshot in time, and
does not, or cannot, identify each and every area for improvement. And yet, while no
single audit identifies all of the areas for improvement the results of each audit provide an
additional incremental step in the overall system’s enhancement.

Attachment 1
Documents and Other Object Evidence
Reviewed During the Interim Audit

Element 1. Documentation of EMS for Biosolids
-

Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant EMS Manual – May 10, 2006
Documentation of EMS for Biosolids – EMS Element 1.0 – November 29, 2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers and Dennis Haar
National Biosolids Partnership – Letter of Understanding on NBP EMS
Demonstration Project – August 30, 2000

Element 2. Biosolids Management Policy
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-

Biosolids Policy – EMS Element 2.0 - November 29, 2004
Interviews with Sebastian “Buster” Fichera, Gary Rockers and Dennis Haar

Element 3. Critical Control Points
-

Critical Control Points – EMS Element 3.0 - November 29, 2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, Jerry Pressley, Tom Boerth (REI) and
Gary Burton
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant schematic diagram
EMS Master Table – EMS Element 3.0 (Critical Control Points, Roles and
Responsibilities, Environmental Impacts, Operational Controls, Operational
Control Procedures, Location of Procedure, Monitoring Activity, Frequency,
Department, and Governing Document

Element 4. Legal and Other Requirements
-

Procedures for Tracking Legal and Other Requirements – EMS Element 4.0
Interviews with Sebastian “Buster” Fichera, Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, Jerry
Pressley, Elizabeth Smith (Air – TCEQ) and Shane Isbell (Water –TCEQ)
EMS Master Table – EMS Element 3.0
Pretreatment Program
EPA – Final Rule: Streamlining the General Pretreatment Regulations for Existing
and New Sources of Pollution – October 14, 2005.
Regulations Applicable to the Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant
Biosolids Value Chain – EMS Element 4.0
Standard Operating Procedures for Digesters and Lime Stabilization.

Element 5. Goals and Objectives for Continual Improvement
-

Biosolids Goals and Objectives – EMS Element 5.0 – May 10, 2006.
Interviews with Sebastian “Buster” Fichera, Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, and
Jerry Pressley
Biosolids Goals and Objectives Summary – EMS Element 5.0 for 2005 –
November 17, 2005
Biosolids Goals and Objectives Summary – EMS Element 5.0 for 2006 – May 10,
2006

Element 6. Public Participation in Planning
-

Public Participation in Planning – EMS Element 6.0 – November 29, 2004.
Interviews with Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, Elizabeth Smith (Air – TCEQ) and
Shane Isbell (Water –TCEQ)
Table of Local Events – Annual participation
Biosolids Beneficial Recycling Program Information Sheet
The City Page article referencing EMS Interim Audit scheduled for July 20, 2006.
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-

Public announcement for Biosolids Management Review of EMS Performance to
be held Tuesday, January 24, 2006.
Contractor specification Section 13002 subsection 3.5 delineating public relations
program.
Fort Worth Biosolids EMS website

Element 7. Roles and Responsibilities
-

Roles and Responsibilities – EMS Element 7.0
Interviews with Sebastian “Buster” Fichera, Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, and
Jerry Pressley
Table 1: Roles and Responsibilities – EMS Element 7.0 – November 29, 2004
Appendix 7a: City of Fort Worth Biosolids Organization Chart – November 29,
2009
Position description for Contract Service Administrator
Position description for Water Systems Superintendent.
Contractor specification delineating responsibilities.

Element 8. Training
-

Training - EMS Element 8 – November 29, 2004.
Interviews with Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar and Ginger Laird
New Employee training records for 2/8/06 and 6/6/06.
Safety training records for May 2005.
Agenda for training presented in November 2005 “EMS Update”
RENDA EMS Training records.

Element 9. Communications
-

Communications & Public Outreach – EMS Element 9.0 – November 29, 2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, Ginger Laird, Elizabeth Smith (Air –
TCEQ) and Shane Isbell (Water –TCEQ)
Biosolids Program Request for Information records from 2003 to present
EMS Element 9.0 – Appendix 9a – Procedure for Addressing Biosolids
Complaints and Requests for Information – November 29, 2004
Biosolids Complaint Form – RENDA Environmental Inc.
Biosolids Complaint/Request for Information Log – RENDA Environmental
Review of odor complaints – October/November 2005 resulting in NOV for
nuisance odors; May 22, 26 and 31, 2006 near Alvarado Landfill application area.
The City Page article referencing EMS Interim Audit scheduled for July 20, 2006.
Public announcement for Biosolids Management Review of EMS Performance to
be held Tuesday, January 24, 2006.
Fort Worth Biosolids EMS Web site

Element 10. Operational Control of Critical Control Points
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-

Operational Control of Critical Control Points – EMS Element 10.0 – November
29, 2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, Jerry Pressley, Tom Boerth (REI),
and Gary Burton
Contract specification Section 1300 referencing contractor requirement to submit
“technical approach and operating plan”
Standard Operating Procedure for Digester Area.
Long Term Biosolids Contract Progress Meeting Minutes – January 1, 2003 to
present.
Observed High Rate Clarifier testing operations
Wastewater Operator Licenses
The Maintenance Authority (TMA) maintenance management system
RENDA SOP binder – Land Application EMS SOPs; Dewatering Facility EMS
SOPs; and Administration EMS SOPs.

Element 11. Emergency Preparedness and Response
-

Emergency Preparedness & Response – EMS Element 11.0 – November 29, 2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers and Dennis Haar
(Table 1:) Emergency Preparedness & Response – EMS Element 11.0 – May 26,
2005 (List of Emergency Documents.)
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant – Incident Report Form (undated and
uncontrolled)
Emergency Operations and Response Plan (EORP)
Incident Report (including spills)
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) PLT 06.00 – “Spills (in-plant)”
Reviewed updates of emergency plans made in September 2004 and 2005.
Contract specification Section 1300 referencing contractor requirement to submit
“technical approach and operating plan”
RENDA Biosolids Spill Response EMS SOP –TRN-12-Rev3

Element 12. EMS Documentation and Document Control
-

EMS Documentation and Document Control - EMS Element 12.0 – November 29,
2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers and Dennis Haar
(Table 1:) TPDES Permit – Required Report Summary – EMS Element 12.0 –
November 29, 2004
Figure 1: Pretreatment Data Management System – November 29, 2004
(Table 2: ) Level 4 Document Master List – EMS Element 12.0 – November 29,
2004

Element 13. Monitoring and Measurement
-

Monitoring and Measurement – EMS Element 13.0 – November 29, 2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, Tom Boerth (REI), and Gary Burton
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-

-

EMS Master Table – EMS Element 3.0 (Critical Control Points, Roles and
Responsibilities, Environmental Impacts, Operational Controls, Operational
Control Procedures, Location of Procedure, Monitoring Activity, Frequency,
Department, and Governing Document
RENDA – Cumulative Site Report for land application rates of nutrients and
contaminants. (random example site)
Appendix 13a – Daily Process Control Worksheets – November 29, 2004
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations Sign in Sheet – February
1999
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Daily Lab-Operations Transfer –
November 20, 1994
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Central Control Sheet 4 – November
1998
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Central Control Sheet 5 – February
1999
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Central Control Sheet 6 – February
1999
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Central Control Sheet 7 – December
2003
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Central Control Sheets 8 & 9 –
Undated
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant Central Control – Mid Shift Readings –
November 2003
Contract specification Section 13002 Solids Processing and Disposal Operations
Subsection 3.6 referencing sampling and laboratory checks.
Contract specification Section 13001 Solids Dewatering Subsection 3.3
referencing sampling and laboratory checks.
Contract specification Section 13002 Solids Disposal Subsection 3.3 C(4), (5), (6)
and (7) referencing records and reports of application rates.

Element 14. Nonconformances: Preventive and Corrective Action
-

-

Nonconformances: Preventive and Corrective Action – EMS Element 14.0 –
November 29, 2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, Jerry Pressley, and Tom Boerth (REI)
Corrective Action Notice (CAN) Form – November 29, 2004
Results of EMS Verification audit – July 2005 (no major nonconformances, 5
minor nonconformances, 3 opportunities for improvement and 5 positive
observations.)
Corrective and preventive actions addressing findings of third party verification
audit.
“CAN Listing” in biweekly meetings used to track status.
Verified all CAN for past findings closed.

Element 15. Periodic Biosolids Program and EMS Performance Report
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-

Biosolids Program and EMS Performance Report – EMS Element 15 – November
29, 2004
Interviews with Gary Rockers and Dennis Haar
Summary of Annual Environmental Management System (EMS) Reports for
2002/03, 2003/04; and 2004/05.
Fort Worth Biosolids EMS Web site

Element 16. Internal EMS Audit
-

Internal EMS Audit – EMS Element 16.0 – May 10, 2006
Interview with Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar, Jerry Pressley, Steven Nutter, and
Tom Boerth (REI)
Table 1: Audit Schedule for Interim Audits – Village Creek (five year) – May 10,
2006
National Biosolids Partnership EMS Internal Audit Report – June 8, 2006 (for
audit conducted on June 6 & 7

Element 17. Periodic Management Review of Performance
-

Periodic Management Review of Performance - EMS Element 17.0 – November
29, 2004.
Interviews with Sebastian “Buster” Fichera, Gary Rockers, Dennis Haar and Jerry
Pressley
Village Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant EMS Planning Schedule (By Calendar
Year) – May 26, 2006.
Public announcement for Biosolids Management Review of EMS Performance to
be held Tuesday, January 24, 2006.
Minutes of Biosolids Management Review of EMS Performance to be held
Tuesday, January 24, 2006.
Attachment 2
National Biosolids Partnership Appeals Process

Biosolids organizations that participate in the National Biosolids Partnership (NBP)
Environmental Management System (EMS) Program are required to undergo an EMS
verification audit by an independent, third party auditor assigned by the NBP and yearly
interim audits. The purpose of the EMS audit is to determine whether or not the
organization’s EMS conforms with -- that is, meets the requirements of -- the NBP
program, as defined in the EMS Elements1. The spirit of these requirements includes a
well-documented program and meaningful opportunities for interested party involvement.

1

The EMS Elements and other program materials are available on the NBP website at
http://www.biosolids.org.
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The NBP provides an appeals process for biosolids organizations and interested parties
that disagree with the findings of a third party EMS audit. The verification appeals
process involves an Appeals Board; representing a balance of biosolids management
interested parties, including an environmental advocacy group, and wastewater industry
professionals. An appeal must be submitted within 30 days of the audit company’s
official verification decision or interim audit decision.
To submit an appeal before the Appeals Board, the petitioner must set forth the specific
EMS element(s) and requirements that is believed to have not been evaluated and/or
implemented consistent with NBP requirements as reflected in the EMS Elements, along
with the objective evidence to support that claim. For example, a petitioner may believe
that a major nonconformance exists but was not found by the auditor. In this case, the
petitioner would need to identify in the petition the specific EMS element believed to be
out of conformance and why.
To submit an appeal, petitioners must fill out and submit the standardized appeals petition
form that is available on the NBP website at http://www.biosolids.org. A formal appeal
must be submitted within 30 days of the verification decision or interim audit decision by
the audit company.
The Board’s Administrative Officer receives all appeals petitions on behalf of the Board
and conducts a basic completeness check. Upon completion of this check, the petition is
either forwarded to Appeals Board members or back to the petitioner with incomplete
areas documented Petitions should be sent via certified, return receipt requested mail to:
The NBP EMS Appeals Board, Attention: Board Administrative Officer, c/o
Water Environment Federation, 601 Wythe Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
The Appeals Board will examine the facts, interview parties involved, deliberate the case,
and then make a determination as to whether a major nonconformance does or does not
exist. Appeals cases vary in complexity. As a result, the time required for the Board to
evaluate a case and make a decision might vary. However, the overall Board target for
processing an appeal is approximately four months.
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